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1. The Armed Forces Community  
The Armed Forces holds a duty to the Queen, the Government and ultimately the nation for the defence 
of the realm.  This often comes at personal sacrifice to the individual, having to give up certain freedoms 
that are taken for granted by the general population, for example, separation from families and home.  
Our Armed Forces are obliged to drop everything in times of crisis to keep the country safe, deploying 
around the globe and often at short notice with the possibility of injury or death, or as in the fire strike 
and national disaster relief closer to home. 
 
The families of Service Personnel also suffer, having to move home constantly, having to put their 
careers on hold, having their loved ones away for long periods of time and the worry when they are 
deployed.  This often leads to these Service families being disadvantaged compared to the civilian 
population. 
 
On joining the Armed Forces Service Men and Women accept a commitment to serve whenever and 
wherever they are needed, whatever the difficulties or dangers may be.  Such commitment imposes 
certain limitations on individual freedom and requires a degree of self-sacrifice.  Ultimately it may 
require members of the Armed Forces to lay down their lives.  Implicitly it requires those in positions of 
authority to discharge in full their moral responsibilities to subordinates. 
 

2. Oath of Allegiance 
Selfless commitment is reflected in the wording of the Oath of Allegiance which is taken on attestation.  
In it, members of the Armed Forces agree to subordinate their own interests to those of the unit, 
Military and Nation, as represented by the Crown. 

“I swear by almighty God (do solemnly, and truly declare and affirm) that I will be faithful and bear 
true allegiance to Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth ||, her heirs and successors and that I will as in 
duty bound honestly and faithfully defend her Majesty, her heirs and successors in person, crown 
and dignity against all enemies and will observe and obey all orders of her majesty, her heirs and 
successors and of generals and officers set over me.” 

 
Irrespective of private beliefs, this Oath embodies the context in which the British Military fights and 
operates.  It expresses the loyalty of every member of the Armed Forces to the Sovereign as the Head of 
State.  These relationships find expression in the Colours, Standards and other emblems of the Royal 
Navy, the Army and the Air Force spirit, which derive from the Sovereign.  Personal commitment is the 
foundation of military service. 
 
Armed Forces members must be prepared to serve whenever and wherever required and to do their 
best at all times.  This means putting the needs of the mission and of the team before personal interests. 
 

3. Structure of the Services  
3.1 Government’s Integrated Review1 
This will impact on the way the Services work and their structure.  There continues to be regular reviews 
of the Armed Services in the UK with the latest one being “Global Britain in Competitive Age”.  The 
Integrated Review of Security, Defence, Development and Foreign Policy2 sets out the national security 
and international environment to 2030 and the strategic Framework.  Key changes for this is the need 
for growing the UKs science and technology power, responsible, democratic cyber power.  The 
government aims to shape the open internal order of the future.  This will be through being a force for 
good; supporting open societies and defending human rights, an open, resilient global economy, 

                                                           
1 https://commonslibrary.parliament.uk/research-briefings/cbp-9182/  
2 Global Britain in a competitive age The Integrated, Development and Foreign Policy – HM Government CP 403 March 2021 

https://commonslibrary.parliament.uk/research-briefings/cbp-9182/
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extending an open international order in future frontiers.  These will impact on military and there is a 
need for strengthening security and defence at home and oversees.  By countering state threats: 
defence, disruption and deterrence, defending the UK and our people, at home and overseas, defence 
and deterrence through collective security, countering state threats to our democracy, society and 
economy. 
 
Conflict and instability will continue to pose a major test to global security and resilience, marked by 
weakened or failed states, extreme poverty and flourishing transnational security challenges.  External 
intervention in conflicts is also increasing, as States seek to renegotiate power balances and contest 
international laws and norms.  Homeland security and transnational security challenges.  Terrorism 
remains a major threat to UK citizens and our interests at home and abroad.  Although the risks have 
evolved in recent years, Islamist terrorism continues to pose the primary threat to the UK.  There is also 
a diversifying threat from far-right and, to a lesser extent, far-left, anarchist and single-issue terrorism.  
In Northern Ireland, the Dissident Republican threat endures and there remains a minority who aim to 
destabilise the peace process.  Paramilitary and criminal activity by both Dissident Republican and 
Loyalist groups adds to the wider security challenges we face in Northern Ireland. 
 
3.2 Defence 2030 – Defence in a Competitive age 
Over recent years the Services have been restructured in light of the last 3 Defence and Security Reviews 
to take into account of the various threats facing our country and the advances in technology and 
equipment.  The way in which our Armed Forces are equipped and structured today is vastly different to 
that of the cold war. 
 
The most recent review was published in March 2021 by the Ministry of Defence3.  This document 
reflects the integrated review, current and future threats.  What the future battlefield will look like and 
how strategically the Ministry of defence will approach this to ensure A Global Britain.  Through using 
the workforce as an asset in a modern force with strong relationships with industry transforming how 
the Services work.  
 
The future operating environment will not be limited by lines on maps or by geography.  We will be 
confronted by complex and integrated challenges below, and potentially above, the threshold of armed 
conflict.  These challenges will be complex, test our approach and target our most vulnerable areas.  We 
will likely be confronted by state and non-state actors who will employ brinkmanship, malign activity 
below the threshold of armed conflict, terrorism, proxies, coercion and the deliberate use of economic 
tools to undermine our economic and security interests. 
Figure 1: Defence in a Competitive Age – Threats (image taken from the MoD report) 

 
The MoD are making a decisive shift in their approach.  The Integrated 
Operating Concept, published in 2020, set out how they intend to adapt.  
The spending review settlement of over £24bn over the next four years, 
which raised defence spending, has given them the resources needed to 
deliver on it.  This is in addition to the planned investments to defence 
over the same period.  
 
The delivery will be across and through the integration of all 5 domains – 
space, cyberspace, maritime, land and air. The MoD will go beyond the 
traditional concept of 'joint' to a depth of multi-domain integration that 

                                                           
3 Defence in a competitive age Ministry of Defence CP 411 March 2021 - 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/974661/CP411_-
Defence_Command_Plan.pdf  

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/974661/CP411_-Defence_Command_Plan.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/974661/CP411_-Defence_Command_Plan.pdf
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adds up to far more than the sum of the parts. 
 
3.3 Integration  
The arrival of Britain’s fifth generation Carrier Strike Group (CSG) marks a step change in capability.  A 
symbol of Global Britain in action, both of our Carriers (HMS Queen Elizabeth and HMS Prince of Wales) 
were assembled in Scotland from sections built across the Union.  The CSG provides a platform to 
deliver the Government’s defence, foreign policy and trade priorities and to project the UK’s global 
reach and influence.  The ability to deploy a sovereign CSG underlines the UK’s global ambition and 
leadership as an inclusive, outward facing and free-trading nation, assertive in defending our values and 
interests, and a champion of international rules. 
 
The CSG comprises cutting-edge frigates, destroyers, a nuclear-powered submarine, support ships, and a 
carrier air wing of Royal Air Force and Royal Navy F-35B jets and helicopters.  International and 
interchangeable by design, the CSG offers unique strategic flexibility, from countering state threats and 
non-state threats, through to humanitarian and disaster relief.  A UK CSG will be permanently available 
to NATO, an embodiment of our unwavering commitment to the defence and deterrence of the Euro-
Atlantic area.  The strategic utility of the CSG will be demonstrated by its inaugural deployment in 2021 
to the Indo-Pacific region.  Integrated with United States Navy and United States Marine Corps it will 
showcase the UK’s ability to project global influence and send a powerful message about our ability, and 
our willingness, to act globally. 
 
3.3.1 Strategic Command – Integrated Forces 2030 

 Defensive Cyber  National Cyber Force  Operational HQs  Defence Intelligence 

 Defence Support  Defence Medical  Defence Attaché  Defence Academy & DCDC 

 Skynet 6  Space ISR  Synthetics  Special Forces Support Group 

 Special Air Service  Special Boat Service  Digital Backbone  Special Reconnaissance Regt 
 
Germany, Oman, Kenya, Falkland Islands, Ascension, Brunei, Gibraltar, Cyprus, British Indian Ocean 
Territory (BIOT) 
 
3.3.2 Integrated Forces 2030 - Royal Navy 

 Attack Submarine (Astute Class)  Ballistic Missile Submarine 

 Aircraft Carrier with F35B  Landing Platform Dock 

 Destroyer (Type 45)  Landing Ship Dock (Auxiliary) 

 Frigates (Type 23/26 Towed Array)  Frigate (Type 31) 

 Mine Counter measures Systems  Survey Vessels 

 Batch 2 offshore patrol vessel  Multi Role Ocean Surveillance Ship 

 Tankers (Tide/Wave Class)  Fleet Solid Support Ship 

 UK Commando Force (FCF) & Maritime Special 
Ops 

 Inshore Patrol Vessel 

 Wildcat (HMA/BRH)  Merlin Mk2 (ASW and Crowsnest)/Mk4 

 Type 32 Frigates and Multi Role Support ships 
in build 

 Uncrewed Air and underwater systems being 
developed 

 
3.3.3 Integrated Forces 2030 – Army 

 ARRC HQ & Divisional HQs  Heavy Brigade Combat Teams 

 Deep Recce Strike Brigade Combat Team  Light Brigade Combat Teams 

 Air Manoeuvre Brigade Combat Team  Combat Aviation Brigade Combat Team 

 Army Special Operations Brigade  Security Force Assistance Brigade 
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 77 Brigade  Information Manoeuvre Groups 

 Engineer Brigade  Signals Brigade 

 Theatre Sustainment Brigade  Operational Sustainment Brigades 
 
3.3.4 Integrated Forces 2030 – Royal Air Forces 

 Typhoon  Shadow  F35B lightning II  Protector 

 P-8A Poseidon  E-7A Wedgetail  Voyager  Red Arrows 

 C-17 Globemaster  CH-47 Chinook  A400M Atlas  Medium Lift 
Helicopter  Rivet Joint  RAF Force Protection Wings 

 
Figure 2: Graphic from the Defence in A Competitive Age Report 

 
3.4 Royal Navy 
The Royal Navy comprises of 77 surface ships and submarines, 
its 3 core roles are:  

 Warfighting (conduct, or be ready to conduct, warfighting at 
sea and from the sea) 

 Maritime Security (protect the free, safe and lawful use of 
the sea where it’s vital to UK prosperity and security) 

 International Engagement (Promote UK interests by 
developing international partnerships) 

 
Royal Navy Branches: 

 Fleet Air Arm 

 Royal Marines 

 Surface Fleet 

 Submarine Service 

 Royal Fleet Auxiliary 
 

3.5 British Army 
The British Army is the principal land warfare force of the United Kingdom.  As of 2017, the British Army 
comprises just over 80,000 trained Regular Personnel and just over 26,500 trained Reserve Personnel. 
 
The British Army consists of the General Staff and the deployable Field Army and the Regional Forces 
that support them, as well as joint elements that work with the Royal Navy and Royal Air Force.  The 
Army carries out tasks given to it by the democratically elected Government of the United Kingdom.  Its 
primary task is to help defend the interests of the UK, which consists of England, Wales, Scotland and 
Northern Ireland.  This may involve service overseas as part of a North Atlantic Treaty Organisation 
(NATO) force or any other multi-national deployment.  Soldiers may also be deployed on United Nations 
(UN) operations and used to help in other emergencies. 

 Reaction Force - The Reaction Force will provide a high readiness force that will undertake short 
notice contingency tasks and provide the Army’s conventional deterrence for Defence.  Given 
the high readiness nature of this force it will comprise predominantly Regular Forces. 

 Adaptable Force - The Adaptable Force will compromise of a pool of Regular and Reserve 
Forces.  It will be used for a wide range of tasks that will include providing HQ’s and units for 
enduring operations. 

 Force Troops - Supporting the Reaction Force, Adaptable Force and Specialist troops, which will 
provide a wide range of capabilities from a centralised pool of Regular and Reserve Forces, such 
as Artillery, Logistics, Military Intelligence, Medical and Engineering  
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 Integration - To maximise capability the Army is fully integrated with Regular and Reserve 
soldiers, civilians and contractors as part of the whole force.  The Reserves will be used 
routinely, rather than in extreme circumstances, for defined tasks and capabilities including 
providing troops for enduring stabilisation operations and defence engagement overseas. 

 
3.6 Royal Air Force 

 Number 1 Group Headquarters is the coordinating organisation for all front line, Fast-jet Force 
Elements and as such has functional responsibility for the teeth arm of the Royal Air Force 
today.  Whether it is homeland defence of the UK airspace utilising the Typhoon, operational 
flying in Afghanistan in the Tornado GR4, or exercising with NATO partners, the unified focus of 
the 12,000 personnel within Number 1 Group, based across 8 flying stations and one support 
unit, is being ready for operations, and when called upon providing the battle-winning edge. 

 Number 2 Group’s role is to generate and employ military capability.  The speed and global 
reach of Number 2 Group’s Air Mobility and Force Protection force elements allow the UK to 
rapidly deploy sustain and recover its Armed Forces in response to developing security and 
humanitarian crises.  Air Mobility is a core airpower role.  At short notice the RAF can move air 
and ground combat forces to, from and around multiple theatres of operations, over strategic 
distances.  Air Mobility is a key enabler for the combat operations that the RAF undertakes in its 
own right as an independent combat arm, as well as those undertaken with the British Army, 
the Royal Navy and Allied Forces during Joint and Combined Operations. 

 Number 22 (Training) Group is responsible for delivering the training and education for the RAF 
and elements of the Royal Navy and Army, in order to underpin the military effectiveness of 
Defence.  The Group operates a 'cradle to grave' model starting with engagement and ending 
with resettlement. 

 Number 38 Group has been reformed and has a fresh role; the new Group brings together the 
Royal Air Force’s Engineering, Logistics, and Communications and Medical Operations units.  
These units provide essential support to the Royal Air Force, enabling it to deliver operational 
effect.  Although many of Number 38 Group’s deployable squadrons are stationed at Royal Air 
Force Wittering, the Group also has operational units and personnel at Royal Air Force Brize 
Norton, Royal Air Force High Wycombe and Royal Air Force Leeming. 

 Number 83 Expeditionary Air Group (AEG) has under its command 4 Wings4, forming a diverse 
and compelling mix of capabilities.  This enables the RAF to offer the very best support to the 
Land Forces across the entire spectrum of Air Power roles Attack, Air Mobility, Control of the 
Air and Intelligence. 

 THE RAF REGIMENT is the ground fighting force of the Royal Air Force.  The RAF Regiment 
provides a range of Force Protection effects underpinned by its air-minded ground fighting 
capabilities. 
 

4. Reserves 
A third review was undertaken and published in 2021 and that was on the Future of the Reserves 20305.   
 
The Reserve Forces Review 2030 (RF30) was commissioned by the Chief of the Defence Staff, General Sir 
Nick Carter, and conducted by a small team led by a Senior Serving Reservist and former Minister of 
Armed Forces, Brigadier The Rt Hon the Lord Lancaster of Kimbolton TD PC.  The report follows 10 
months of research and engagement and suggests how Defence may build on earlier work under the 
£1.85-billion Future Reserves 2020 programme.  RF30 is capability driven.  It is designed to help inform 
wider work to establish the UK’s future defence and security requirements, taking account of the 

                                                           
4 https://www.raf.mod.uk/our-organisation/groups/no-83-expeditionary-air-group/  
5 https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/reserve-forces-review-2030  

http://www.army.mod.uk/
http://www.royalnavy.mod.uk/
https://www.raf.mod.uk/role/attack.cfm
https://www.raf.mod.uk/role/control-of-the-air.cfm
https://www.raf.mod.uk/role/control-of-the-air.cfm
https://www.raf.mod.uk/role/intelligence.cfm
https://www.raf.mod.uk/our-organisation/groups/no-83-expeditionary-air-group/
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/reserve-forces-review-2030
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increasing need to meet emerging risks and threats.  It sits alongside the recently published ‘Integrated 
Review’6 and the ‘Integrated Operating Concept 2025’7 mentioned earlier in this factsheet. 
The ‘RF30’ report offers 18 recommendations for consideration, in four key areas: 

 Re-defining the Reserves’ relationship with society, recognising the need to cooperate and share 
expertise with, for instance, industry and academia. 

 Expanding the role of the Reserves as part of an integrated joint force, helping deliver ‘active’ 
tasks - such as homeland resilience and defence diplomacy - whilst preserving and enhancing 
their assured capability to meet ‘contingent’ tasks such as war fighting. 

 Ways to unlock the full potential of the Reserve component of the UK’s Armed Forces, such as 
simplifying commitment types. 

 Transforming how the Reserves are supported to deliver their mission, recognising the unique 
needs of the force and with a strong emphasis on digital enablement. 

 
Defence will engage with key stakeholders, including current and future employers of reservists, and 
other parts of government and industry, to fully understand the implications of the ‘RF30’ 
recommendations and their coherence with wider Defence work before reaching final decisions on the 
way forward.  A formal, detailed response can be expected at the end of the 2021. 
 
The Defence requires changes to meet the challenges of the next decade that will require them to 
maximise the outputs, talents and synergies of the whole force.  The Reserve Forces will be given new, 
more clearly defined roles.  They will provide capacity, alongside their Regular and civilian colleagues, 
and an alternative source of diverse talent to conduct operations at home and abroad. 
 
Reservists play an important role in supporting the Armed Forces.  It is now common for Reservists to be 
deployed, as equals, alongside their Regular colleagues – and this applies to all elements of the Armed 
Forces.  An understanding that they are a Reservist will help support them and their families.  Reserve 
roles are diverse; as well as taking part in operational deployments; Reservists are called out to help to 
deal with emergency situations in the UK.  At every stage of a Reservist’s career, there are obligations 
for both Reservists and employers.  It’s important to be aware of these as some are governed by law 
(e.g. the legal right to reinstatement in civilian jobs after a period of mobilised service). 
 
There are 2 main pieces of legislation to be aware of: 

 The Reserve Forces (Safeguard of Employment) Act 1985 (SOE 85)8 provides Reservists who have 
a liability to be mobilised with 2 types of protection: 

o Protection of employment: the Act provides protection from unfair dismissal and makes 
it a criminal offence for an employer to terminate a Reservist’s job without their consent 
solely or mainly because he or she has a liability to be mobilised. 

o Rights to reinstatement: the Act provides a legal right to reinstate the Reservist to their 
job, subject to certain conditions. 

 The Reserve Forces Act 1996 (RFA 96)9, sets out the call-out powers under which Reservists can 
be mobilised for full-time service 

 

5. Service Culture 
Research conducted in both the UK and USA reports that when serving in the Armed Forces, people 
form a military identity.  Veterans often describe military culture in terms of stoicism, self-reliance, and 
prioritising the needs of the unit over the needs of the individual.  Ex-Armed Forces Personnel also often 

                                                           
6 https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/integrated-review-ministry-of-defence  
7 https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-integrated-operating-concept-2025  
8 https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1985/17  
9 https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1996/14/contents  

https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/integrated-review-ministry-of-defence
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/integrated-review-ministry-of-defence
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-integrated-operating-concept-2025
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/integrated-review-ministry-of-defence
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-integrated-operating-concept-2025
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1985/17
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1996/14/contents
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see the people they served with as another family and talk about the strong bonds they had.  Being 
good at your job is part of the military identity and being competent in what you do is seen as a source 
of self-respect.  Unlike the rest of the population, the Military is paid every day for 24 hours a day and 
can be called upon to work these hours when required (selfless commitment). 
 
Service Culture is strongly based on its values and standards.  The Service’s values and standards 
demand a degree of commitment and self-sacrifice, which goes beyond that normally expected from 
other citizens.  This commitment is essential to that ethos of the Military and contributes directly to the 
maintenance of operational effectiveness.  Commanders at every level must lead by example and 
encourage their subordinates to live by its Values and to live up to its Standards.  Even when leaving the 
Services you can expect that many will continue to uphold these same values and standards in civilian 
life. 
 
5.1 Effect of Military Culture on Families 
The Services expect a great deal from their families.  Their personnel are expected to provide unlimited 
liability; this means that they might face serious injury or death during their Service to the nation.  They 
will periodically be required to deploy on operations, sometimes at very short notice, at times for 
protracted periods, or have only recently returned from previous separation and sometimes all three. 
There is often little or no choice for the Service person or their family in this separation.  Their military 
career will also necessitate directed relocation within the UK or overseas.  There are also the day to day 
realities of Service life, working long or unsociable hours with the associated impact that this can have 
on the family, such as child care responsibilities.  All this places considerable additional pressure on 
Service families; this combination of pressures is not faced in almost any other profession.  For those 
Regular Service families living in the community away from a Service environment (outside the wire) can 
be a greater issue, not only are they separated from their Service partner, but also the Service Welfare 
support.  The families of Reservists are in a similar situation, especially when their Service partner is 
deployed. 
 

6. The Services Values, Standards and Ethos 
6.1 Royal Navy Ethos  
“By necessity, we operate many miles from our home ports, bases and families in the UK and therefore 
must bring everything we need with us in order to achieve our missions.  The Royal Navy is a ‘can-do’ 
organisation and will attempt any mission we are given with the means we have available to us. The 
ethos of the Royal Navy is defined as: 

“The enduring spirit derived from our people’s loyalty to their ship, unit or team sustained by high 
professional standards and strong leadership, that gives us courage in adversity and the 
determination to fight and win”. 

It is what we do and how we do it.” 
 
The Naval Service Core Values   

 Commitment 

 Courage 

 Respect for Others,  

 Integrity and Loyalty 

 Discipline 

 
6.2 The British Army Ethos 
“The spirit which inspires Soldiers to fight.  It derives from, and depends on, the high degree of 
commitment, self-sacrifice and mutual trust which together are essential to the maintenance of morale”. 
 
Army’s Values and Standards 

 Courage 

 Discipline 

 Integrity 

 Loyalty 

 Respect for Others 

 Selfless Commitment 
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6.3 The Royal Air Force Ethos 
“Our distinctive character, spirit and attitude that is necessary to pull together as a team, in order to 
deliver air power no matter the challenges or environment.  We place unit and Royal Air Force success 
above self and strive to be courageous in the face of adversity and risk.  Sustained by strong leadership, 
high professional and personal standards, we are bound by a strong sense of tradition and belonging to 
an organization of which we are immensely proud.”   
 
Royal Air Force Core Values 

 Respect: Mutual and Self Respect,  

 Integrity: Moral Courage - Honesty - Responsibility – Justice,   

 Service: Physical Courage - Loyalty - Commitment – Teamwork,     

 Excellence: Personal Excellence - Discipline – Pride 
 

7. Service Life 
One of the key elements that help shape Military Culture is the values and standards of the Services that 
they live their lives by, common trends are: 
7.1 Structured Life: 

 Training - Unit Role, Personal, Career progression  

 Routine - Service life is very structured, and usually planned well in advance 
7.2 Fitness:   

 The vast majority are fit individuals with free access to fitness  

 Ability to play most sports to the greatest attainment achievable including adventure sports  
7.3 Mobility: 

 Naval families are the most static but have longer periods of deployment 

 Many families may move over 11 times over a short period of time 
7.4 Accommodation: 

 In most cases Service accommodation is subsidised, within the UK rent for Service families 
accommodation (modern family i.e. long term partners, same sex relationships) is taken out of 
Service pay leaving the individual Service family responsible for any council tax and applicable 
service charges   

 Overseas all charges are taken out of the Service person’s pay at source   

 For those in single living accommodation all charges are taken out of the Service person’s pay at 
source 

7.5 Good pay: 

 A guaranteed monthly income 
7.6 Service Life - Behaviour 

 Clear command structure and decisive leadership 

 Dependable co-workers and management (trust and loyalty) 

 Work Through:   The Service culture is to work through setbacks and problems, this manifests in 
the individual as working through injury and issues where perhaps they should seek help and 
assistance   

 Trust: in those in Command and those who they work with 

 Self-esteem: Pride in their Service and Unit (it’s and their) achievements 

 Work-Live-Socialise with work colleagues - Within the Services a social life both on and off duty 
is a key element of Service culture.  Unlike virtually every other walk of life Service Personnel 
live, work and socialise together.  This is seen in the form of functions within the messes and 
clubs within units and vessels at sea, also when off duty Service Personnel will socialise within 
their various rank structures.  

 Gallows Humour  
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 Welfare Support - The nature of military activity and way of Service life set Armed Forces 
communities apart from many areas of civilian society.  The critical connection between welfare 
and operational effectiveness affirms that the support provided for Service personnel and their 
family is “core” Armed Forces business.  Within the services there is a wide range of support for 
healthcare, spiritual needs, money concerns and all aspects of life and welfare.  Welfare is a 
leadership responsibility and therefore a Chain of Command function; although each Service has 
its own welfare organisations and structure within formations and units, all Commanders at 
every level are responsible for the welfare and wellbeing of the Service Personnel they 
command, the lack of this level of support may be a very real issue for people when leaving the 
military and venturing into the civilian world. 

 Health - All Regular Service Personnel have free medical and dental treatment including 
prescriptions. 

 

8. Tri Service Resettlement 
Transition affects all aspects of life, both in terms of making the most of Service life and preparing for a 
successful move into civilian life following time in the military.  Defence’s new JSP100 Defence Holistic 
Transition Policy10 recognises the broad and varied reach of transition and the relative ways in which 
individual Service Personnel and their families will be affected by each depending on their individual 
circumstances. 
 
Every year approximately 12,30011 personnel leave the Services and return to civilian life.  In the 12 
months to 31 March 2021 there was a net intake of 3,960 personnel to the UK Regular Forces.  This is 
higher than the net intake of 890 in the 12 months to 31 March 2020.  This is mainly driven by a gradual 
decline in outflow which has decreased by 20.4% since 31 March 2020. 
 
The vast majority of Service leavers have a successful transition to civilian life and do not need 
additional support.  However, some do experience difficulties, just like other members of society.  This 
might happen shortly after leaving the Service or many years later.  In these cases, support is available, 
both from the Government and local authorities, statutory organisations and the third sector.  The 
Veterans Welfare Service (VWS)12 is part of the Ministry of Defence’s Veterans UK support function and 
provides one to one welfare advice across the UK. 
 
The VWS works alongside in-service welfare providers and closely with local authorities, voluntary 
organisations, service charities and the Department for Work and Pensions.  This ensures that those 
leaving the services and existing veterans and their families receive all the information and assistance 
they need to access the appropriate services and benefits. 

 

Telephone: 0808 191 4218 
Website: https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/veterans-uk 

 
8.1 Defence Transition Services. (DTS) 
The DTS was established in October 2019 as part of the Defence’s new JSP100 Holistic Transition 
Policy13.  

                                                           
10 JSP 100 Defence Holistic Transition Policy v1.1 MOD, April 2021 

(https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/979344/JSP100_Parts1And2__V1.1_Apr_
21_.pdf)  
11 UK Armed Forces Quarterly Service Personnel Statistics 1st April 2021 published May 2021 MOD 

https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/quarterly-service-personnel-statistics-2021  
12 https://www.gov.uk/guidance/veterans-welfare-service  
13 https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/979344/JSP100_Parts1And2__V1.1_Apr_21_.pdf  

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/urgent-help-for-veterans-in-a-crisis/urgent-help-for-veterans-in-a-crisis
https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/veterans-uk
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/979344/JSP100_Parts1And2__V1.1_Apr_21_.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/979344/JSP100_Parts1And2__V1.1_Apr_21_.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/quarterly-service-personnel-statistics-2021
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/veterans-welfare-service
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/979344/JSP100_Parts1And2__V1.1_Apr_21_.pdf
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o Established to provide the additional support for those who face significant barriers to 
making a successful transition. 

o MoD owned and operationally sits within Veterans UK14 alongside the Veteran Welfare 
Service.  

o Those highlighted with significant transitional needs are referred to the DTS. 
 

The DTS can help with issues and provide support and guidance on subjects such as: 

 health  accommodation  relocation 

 drugs and alcohol misuse  finance and debt  benefits 

 children, family and relationships  training and education  employment 

 supporting agencies   

 
Referrals can be done in-service or a self or 3rdparty referral.   Visit their website15 for more information 
and to access the required forms.  Further support is also available via DBSVets-DTS-
Central@mod.gov.uk   
 
8.2 Defence Medical Welfare Service (DMWS)16  

 Independent and confidential welfare  

 Operate in hospitals and recovery centres across the UK and Cyprus for serving Armed 
Forces personnel, veterans and their families. 

 Helpline 0800 999 3697 
 

The processes continue to 
change within the Armed 

Forces from resettlement to 
transition IPPD (Individual 
Planning and Personal 
Development) to Life Skills 
and OPSMART 
 
Figure 3 – this shows the old 
resettlement system where 
there was no prior 
preparation until Service 
Leavers entered their formal 
resettlement window.  
Service Leavers were then hit 
by a wall of activity which was 

daunting and often required more time than was available, whilst the resettlement grants were 
generous (28 days graduated resettlement time, terminal leave, enhanced learning credits, etc.) time 
was lost trying to work out what you wanted to do, identify courses, juggle work commitments etc.  The 
bottom half of the figure shows the Transition (Life Skills) development of the IPPD model.  Ideally by 
the time Service Leaver enters their resettlement window they will have planned savings, possibly a 
house and will have gained accredited qualifications.  The aim is for Service Leavers to “hit the ground 
running” by the time they enter their resettlement phase. 
 
 

                                                           
14 https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/veterans-uk  
15 https://www.gov.uk/guidance/help-and-support-for-service-leavers-and-their-families  
16 https://dmws.org.uk/  

Figure 3: The System Continues to Develop 

mailto:DBSVets-DTS-Central@mod.gov.uk
mailto:DBSVets-DTS-Central@mod.gov.uk
https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/veterans-uk
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/help-and-support-for-service-leavers-and-their-families
https://dmws.org.uk/
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9. Life Skills 
9.1 Life Skills 
Life Skills is about developing life skills and resilience in our Service Community to enable individuals to 
resolve own issues (where possible) prior to discharge using in-Service support. 
Transition covers 5 main pillars Employment Education Housing Health & Welfare (E2H2W)17 
 
OPSMART - The Army is implementing Optimising Human Performance Through Stress. Management 
and Resilience Training (OPSMART).  It is a through-life stepped education and learning programme for 
all personnel which will be delivered throughout 2019-20 and includes Mental Resilience Training (MRT) 
and the Army Mental Health Awareness Training (AMHAT) courses. 
 
9.2 Monitoring and Assessment 
Life Skills is a key element of the chain of commands’ duty of care to its Personnel.  It is therefore 
extremely keen to monitor the Life Skills progress being made by all Service Personnel and assess their 
preparedness to leave the Service.  This will be done using a simple tool called HARDFACTS18.  
HARDFACTS is a check list that can be considered by the Chain of Command and Service Personnel 
periodically throughout their military career and as they become Service Leavers at the end of their 
career.  .  It is strongly recommended that all Service Personnel become familiar with these tools which 
are designed to complement their personal Transition IPPD and successful establishment back into 
civilian society. 
 
HARDFACTS:  Health and Stress, Accommodation, Relocation, Drugs and Alcohol, Finance, Attitude 
Children & Family, Training and Education, Supporting Agencies. 
 
9.3 Early Service Leaver 
Early Service Leavers (ESLs) are Services Personnel who leave before completing four years of service.   
Service Personnel that are compulsorily discharged regardless of their length of Service lose any 
entitlement to resettlement support they may have accrued and also become ESLs.  ESLs can face a 
challenging transition to civilian life therefore it is important that they use the support that is available 
to them.  The Future Horizons Programme is the official resettlement service for Early Service Leavers 
(ESLs) which is delivered through the Career Transition Partnership on behalf of the MoD.  It is designed 
to help ESLs find employment, education and training Opportunities.  It also provides specialist help on 
housing, health and debt according to individual needs.  ESLs work with an allocated Employment 
Advisor to access support which remains available after discharge.  More information is available at: 
 

 

www.ctp.org.uk 
www.ctp.org.uk/futurehorizons 

 
9.4 Enhanced Learning Credits (ELC) 
This is done by earning ELC whilst in service and post discharge. 

4 years service = 3 x £1,000 6 years service = 1 x £3000 
(aggregated) 

8 years plus service = 3 x £2000 

 
Changes came into effect from March 2021 for the Enhanced Learning Credits, Further Education and 
Higher Education Scheme (FEHE) for Veterans19: 

                                                           
17 https://www.army.mod.uk/people/leave-well/service-leavers-veterans/transition-to-civilian-life/  
18 https://www.army.mod.uk/umbraco/Surface/Download/Get/16534  
19 https://www.enhancedlearningcredits.com  

http://www.ctp.org.uk/
http://www.ctp.org.uk/futurehorizons
https://www.army.mod.uk/people/leave-well/service-leavers-veterans/transition-to-civilian-life/
https://www.army.mod.uk/umbraco/Surface/Download/Get/16534
https://www.enhancedlearningcredits.com/
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 Access to the ELC scheme and FEHE scheme has been extended to 10 years for Veterans who 
left the Armed Forces between 1 April 2011 and 31 March 2016 (both dates inclusive). 

 Veterans medically discharged on or after the 1 April 2011 and who receive a disablement 
pension under the War Pension Scheme, or a guaranteed income payment under the Armed 
Forces Compensation scheme, will have access to the ELC scheme and FEHE scheme for 10 years 
after discharge. 

 Veterans who left the Armed Forces on or after the 1 April 2016 will still have access to the ELC 
and FEHE scheme for 5 years after discharge. 

 Full regulations regarding ELC are available on the ELC website: 
 

 

www.enhancedlearningcredits.com 

 

10. Impact of Service Life 
96% of Service Personnel have a positive experience of their service within the Armed Forces and make 
a seamless transition out of the Services into civilian life, where they are an asset to employers and the 
wider population; consequently there is very little written about or research into this group.  Others 
who may have served a short engagement, a full career or been compulsory discharged may feel that 
their transition to civilian life is unwelcome which can make the necessary personal and family 
adjustment more difficult to achieve.   
 
For this small section (4%) of Service Personnel that do run into difficulties, in general, their difficulties 
are no different to those of the population in general, however they tend to be more complex due to 
their military service.  Service Leavers join civilian life with unique and valuable experience, transferable 
skills, discipline and personal qualities that will be an asset to employers and the community at large and 
distinguish them from the civilian workforce.   
 
Some of the possible emotions on leaving the service are: 

  Feeling of loss (bereavement) for their military 
career  

 Not understood or appreciated by “civvies”  

 Loss of camaraderie  

 Not knowing yourself anymore   Feeling that “civvy” work is unfulfilling  

 Fear of the unknown or the future   Annoyance with “trivial” family matters  

 Not feeling competent   Financial worries  

 Lack of control   Fatigue / Insomnia  

 General anxiety and worry   Feeling of not being valued  

 Wanting to be alone   Feeling of inadequacy  

 Loss of identity and status   Temptation towards alcohol abuse  

 Loss of purpose   

 
Key areas of impact are: 

 Feeling of loss and fulfilment - A Service Leaver, and to some extent their family, might feel they 
are losing their vocation, identity and status when leaving the Service to which they have been 
physically and emotionally committed.  It may be perceived that civilian work lacks the same 
sense purpose and fulfilment that a Service career provided. 

 Family Support - The Service Leaver may not be the only person affected by this change.  The 
instinctive reaction of the close family is often to want to protect and look after the emotional 
needs of the Service Leaver who may be so swept up with their own emotions and actions to 
recognise their family’s needs. 

http://www.enhancedlearningcredits.com/
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 Adjustment - There will be a period of the whole family adjusting to new routines and new ways 
of doing things.  The Service Leaver may be at home a lot more than previously experienced. 
While this may be welcome, it could also present a challenge to the family routine which might 
cause frustration. 

 Insecurity - Until a Service Leaver feels established in civilian society, their life may appear 
uncertain and unpredictable when compared to the stability and security of life in the Services. 

 Competition at Work - There may be a difference between career progression in the military 
and civilian employment which should be understood if the Service Leaver is not to be 
disadvantaged.  Career management in the military is undertaken by the Chain of Command 
with courses, postings and promotion largely based on annual evaluations with limited 
involvement from Service Personnel.  Competing with their peer group by excelling in their job 
and demonstrating potential is reflected in Mid-Year Appraisals and annual evaluations.  From a 
Service person’s perspective competition is not obvious and is largely goal-orientated based on 
personal pride rather than seeking personal advantage over colleagues.  Trust and confidence in 
colleagues, mutual support and an over-riding commitment to the task is the military way. 

 The Person in the Military versus the Military in the Person! - Service Leavers join civilian life 
with unique and valuable experience, transferable skills, discipline and personal qualities which 
distinguish them from the civilian workforce.  There is a marked difference between bringing 
positive military qualities into the civilian workplace and a Service Leaver behaving like a soldier 
in a civilian work place.  Some employers, industries and sectors place great value on the 
military demeanour whilst others may use this ‘difference’ to reinforce preconceived ideas 
about the military and view it as a potential problem or reason why a Service Leaver might not 
fit in. 

 The Workplace - Service Leavers have left an institution with a unique culture and ethos, values 
and standards, a common bond and a commitment to the cause and to colleagues which is 
absolute.  The civilian workplace can be different where few of the characteristics of military 
service might be present.  

 Two points stand out which may cause Service Leavers frustration and disappointment; first the 
camaraderie with work colleagues is likely to be different with a greater focus on individual 
achievement and personal satisfaction.  The second, which is linked to the first, is that the level 
of mutual support may not be so apparent and the assumption that your colleagues ‘have got 
your back covered’ may be misplaced. 


